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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

YOUNGSTOWN GLOVE COMPANY SELLS 1 MILLION PAIRS OF ITS ALL-PURPOSE

WATERPROOF WINTER PLUS GLOVE

Milestone A Testament To Companyʼs First-To-Market Technology That Allows For Ultimate Comfort

And Flexibility In Cold And Wet Environments

Youngstown Glove Company, the first company to introduce a waterproof performance work glove to the
marketplace, announced it has sold one million pairs of its all-purpose Waterproof Winter Plus gloves —
evidence of the productʼs proven durability and functionality.  The popular glove, which blocks out wind, water and
cold, provides a soft and comfortable fit rugged enough for the toughest work but comfortable enough for
recreational activities like hunting, skiing and snowmobiling.

“Our waterproof technology has been a great success from the start because it filled a need in the work market,”
said Max Hackett, VP Sales and Marketing of Youngstown Glove Company.  “When hands get wet they get cold
quickly.  Intuitively, warmer hands ultimately allow for greater productivity throughout the work day.”

Warmth and comfort go hand-in-hand when it comes to the Youngstown Waterproof Winter Plus glove.  Designed
to keep hands comfortable even when performing grueling tasks, the glove is built with cutting-edge insulation and
thermal technology starting with a soft micro-fleece liner which works to insulate and warms hands.  A waterproof,
windproof and breathable inner membrane is then layered on top to keep hands and fingers both warm and dry.
A supportive Neoprene cuff has an adjustable Velcro® closure for locking out cold and wetness.  All these features
make the glove perfect for those working in cold storage, on the docks, in the military or for DIY tasks.

Shelter from cold and wetness is only part of the protection story when it comes to the Youngstown Waterproof
Winter Plus glove.  Each glove is finished with a durable and form-fitting outer shell which provides maximum
protection.  Field-tested internal knuckle protection is built into the top of the gloves as well as padded protection
to ward off nicks and scraps.

Workers and recreational users both agree: protection is of little use if it impairs functionality.  Because of this,
Youngstown designersʼ kept dexterity and performance at the forefront when developing the Waterproof Winter Plus
glove.  The form-fit, lightweight, breathable, washable, comfortable and tough Youngstown Waterproof Winter Plus
Glove also features a terry cloth thumb for wiping sweat and debris allows for easy and agile movement.  Using only
top-quality materials, the palms of the Youngstown Waterproof Winter Plus have flexible non-slip reinforcement
grips which enable a better grasp in both wet and dry environments.  The grips also serve to increase the gloves
overall durability.  Double-stitched bonded Nylon thread make the glove even tougher all while extending longevity.
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The Youngstown Waterproof Winter Plus Glove is available in sizes small through XXX large.

Youngstown Glove Company offers seven different styles of Waterproof Winter Work gloves including high-visibility,
specific military, camo, gauntlet for greater warmth and increased cut-resistant versions.

Youngstown Glove Company manufactures the worldʼs most durable performance work gloves.  Founded in 2002,
the company has been unwavering in their commitment to quality, innovation and customer satisfaction.  Offering
more than 30 performance work glove styles the company strives to exceed the demanding needs of professional
workers.  Every Youngstown style developed endures extensive testing – both in the laboratory and in the field –
prior to being slipped onto customer hands.  Thorough testing, proven patterns, innovative materials and
meticulous quality control are all hallmarks of a company with a simple goal: to design the best working gloves
youʼve ever owned.

For more information on Youngstown Glove Companyʼs full line of advanced, premium quality products,
contact Youngstown Glove Company at 28720 Roadside Drive #399, Agoura Hills, CA 91301.
· Telephone (800) 680-7177 · Or visit www.ytgloves.com.
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